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**Abstract**

Hydrogen escaping from sedimentary basins has already been described in various parts of the world. Some of these leakages have been identified by superficial circular depressions, also called “fairy circles”. Gas detection measurements, randomly repeated after a few months have shown that the amount of hydrogen present in soils is not constant neither versus time nor versus position in a given structure. Permanent monitoring gas analyzers were installed in the ground to estimate hydrogen flow outgassing from a topographical circular depression located in Brazil. Data show that a hydrogen flux occurs during the hottest moment of the day, as shown with permanent sensors set at a regular spacing. The process may look like a soil evaporation. In that same structure, other detectors show much higher and irregular gas output which present an unclear correlation as a function of ambient temperature and atmospheric pressure. The relationship with temperature suggests a role of water saturation driving the overall hydrogen fluxes. The reported geochemical data imply that (1) one measurement taken at a given hour on a structure cannot be considered as quantitative, as it varies too much with time and is also probably related to the soil perturbation induced by the shallow drilling, (2) hydrogen released through the soils of the studied structure is recharged daily, (3) hydrogen flux is high enough to reach the surface without being buffered by water or bacterial activity within the soil and (4) soil cannot be solely considered as a hydrogen sink but also, at least in some areas, as a hydrogen emitter. This appears to highlight that the subsurface may be considered in this site as a source of natural hydrogen, clearly differentiated from a biochemical system of atmospheric H$_2$ consumed by bacteria.
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Introduction

Hydrogen gas (H₂) has long been recognized as an energy vector. However, due to the abundance of oil and natural gas (i.e. methane) discoveries in the 20th century, this has substantially reduced hydrogen as an energy vector, especially for transports, although hydrogen engines were developed as early as the 19th century.

Recent awareness to reduce the world’s carbon dependency has boosted the need for novel energy solutions, such as promoting hydrogen, partly because of its sole by-product of combustion, water. Indeed, hydrogen gas can be oxidized without releasing any CO₂ and transformed into electricity through fuel cells, and stored in large quantity as any gaseous component. Hydrogen which takes a large role in the industry as chemical raw material, thus becomes a key element in the energy mix, as an energy carrier and as fuel for transport.

Today, hydrogen is manufactured for a larger part (greater than 90%) from hydrocarbons (mainly methane) by steam reforming and from water hydrolysis for most of the rest. The former process is rather cost efficient, by an approximate production cost of about 2$/kg [12]. Hydrolysis remains about 4 times more expensive, even if renewable electricity sources result in a low or even negative price of electricity at some hours of the day. Numerous companies, ENGIE for one and others that strive on governmental favorable Energy policies are elaborating original processes to decrease or even inverse the tendency and pave the way to produce “green hydrogen”.

Technical incentives try to increase hydrogen’s use in the energy mix and by that alleviate the present carbon footprint (see for instance the special issue “Pour La Science” of March 2018, [25]. Academic research has also been active to find other sources of hydrogen, from Syngas based on the catalysis of waste or using hydrogen producing bacteria or microalgae [32].

In order to obtain cost-effective H₂ without using methane as the initial product, a different approach can be envisaged. Geologists have recently investigated natural hydrogen sources and whether they could be naturally produced [36]. Unexpectedly, the occurrence of hydrogen in continental shallow wells has been noted, as in Mali while drilling for water [37], in oil and gas exploration in Kansas, USA [13] or in basement rocks mines [30,44]. Monitoring of H₂-enriched natural gases leaking from mines long existed in the Kola Peninsula in Russia to prevent accidents from happening, as such gas mixture is easily combustible and explosive [29,30]. Published studies have reported a non-permanent H₂ concentration, interpreted in terms of free gas escaping associated to permeability changes in relation to pressure variations (mining activity, earthquake and possibly earth tide).

Hydrogen seepages have been described in the mid oceanic ridge [5,22,51] and in onshore ophiolitic contexts [1,2,10,28]. Hydrogen has also been detected in sedimentary basins, in Russia [18] in the USA [52] and recently in Brazil [26]. Several articles are available on hydrogen monitoring in the soils in the vicinity of important geological fault zones, as evidenced in Japan [42,45], in Russia [11,30] and near the San Andreas Fault in California [43], to assess earthquake precursors. The monitoring of free gas and more generally fluid migrations in those setting have been extensively evaluated.

Researchers demonstrated that the stress changes before, during and after the ruptures, due to changes in the migration pathway of the fluids (see for instance Ref. [6] for the fluid changes and [9] for the pressure and overpressure changes in active fault zone). The authors working in seismically active areas evaluated the variability of the flow. They noticed H₂ and fluid flow changes in relation with faults activity.

Gas seepage in continental areas has been observed in circular topographical depressions, of sometimes elongated shapes, in which hydrogen gas concentration can be detected and quantified. The following paper presents a geochemical monitoring of hydrogen in a topographical depression over few months. The area is located in the Brazilian craton in an area that is not seismically active. The geography, geology and topography will be investigated and discussed, followed by hydrogen flux estimations based on analytical data and modeling. The disruption resulting from repeated, continuous soil measurements will be discussed in a framework of understanding deep hydrogen generation and respective upward migration in shallow soils.

Hydrogen seepage

The study of onshore hydrogen seeps and hydrocarbon seeps is performed in a similar mode and with a same philosophy that is to evidence a deeper hydrogen system dynamically linked to H₂ generation, migration, and possible accumulation and loss into the atmosphere. As a reminder, from comparable settings like a petroleum system, the overburden caprocks are not fully impermeable and often let hydrocarbons leak upward through sediments to the surface. The existence of seeps allows explorationist nonetheless to assume that mature source rock is or has been present. Despite this, hydrocarbon seeps are commonly located along faulted structures, whose damaged zones are easily understood as preferential migration pathways [24]. Liquid bitumen accumulating in tar ponds or in impregnate fault zones have been known for centuries. Their occurrences were taken as geochemical indicators for oil and gas exploration in the Middle East and in South America. Very sensitive apparatus today allows the detection of diffuse traces of volatile compounds in soils or sea bottoms [35]. Surface geochemistry has adequately shown its potential prior to oil and gas exploration and benefits from much lower cost/investments in unexplored frontier areas. The efficiency of surface geochemistry for hydrogen exploration is therefore investigated in this study, for a new and not well-known natural source of energy.

A conventional hydrocarbon system includes source rocks, permeable carrier bedsrocks, structural trap/reservoir units and the presence of impermeable caprocks. Furthermore, to create petroleum accumulations, those different geological steps should synchronize with a right geological timing. Many rocks, including salts and shale for instance, are considered as efficient seals enabling hydrocarbon to accumulate in reservoirs for millions of years.

Presently, the concept of a H₂ system being neither fully defined nor fully understood, the likelihood to trap H₂ in the
subsurface for long periods of time is not yet proven. The presence of low permeable rock beds, such as evaporites (halite for example) may capture H₂ volumes in the subsurface. However, from the high diffusivity of hydrogen gas and its high chemical reactivity makes its preservation in rocks quite problematic in a geological time frame.

Concerning possible hydrogen sources, three main processes are envisioned (1) degassing from an original material [16] (2) water source rock interactions (i.e. REDOX chemical processes [23], or water destruction through radiolysis − [19] - or crystal cracking − [42] and (3) bacterial origin [31,32]. Migration, carrier beds and reservoirs include most rocks containing a minimum of porosity and permeability. Due to solubility increase of H₂ in water with pressure and temperature, another carrier phase can be evoked: water [20]. Although caprocks and seal efficiency have been debated, the mere occurrence of underground H₂ storages in subsurface rock formations underlines a possible natural existence [33]. The only known areas of H₂ production seem to be active processes, indicating that the associated impermeable seals only act as reducers of migration drive, allowing a gas steady-state type accumulation; as proof, the flow of hydrogen effluents out of middle oceanic ridges and those found in Oman “blue-pools” [49]. In another case, such as the continental Mali zone (Africa), H₂ production has been active for the past 4 years, and the wellhead pressure is not indicating any substantial decrease with time, suggesting a continuous influx to the reservoir [37].

Known active H₂ systems and continuous H₂ seepage at the Earth’s surface are characterized by the occurrence of bright, large scale “fairy circles”. Several circular depressions have been described in Russia [17,18,46], in Mali [37] and in the United States [52]. In all these geographical locations, evidence of H₂ in considerable concentrations in soils, from shallow drillings, were interpreted as H₂ seeps concentrated in the circular depressions. Satellite images show that, at the time scale of a couple of years, such topographical depressions may appear or disappear [18].

Reported studies have shown that the Fe²⁺ oxidation state of iron is a good candidate to generate hydrogen by water/rock interaction [23]. Cratons are also good candidates because they contain unoxidized minerals. As a matter of fact, it has been observed so far that all the known H₂ rich topographical depressions are located above or close to Proterozoic or older basements.

A circular depression located in Brazil was selected for an in-depth soil monitoring case study to investigate continuous hydrogen seeping versus space and time. Commercial tools to continuously monitor H₂ fluxes were not available at the onset of the Brazilian survey. The ENGIE R&D laboratory facility Crigen has developed an innovative detector to measure H₂ concentrations in air, and in the soil porosity. Each sensor was calibrated in the laboratory with a reference standard gas containing 1000 ppm of H₂. The sensors are automated and perform a measurement at a given frequency. Different parameters are sent real time to a database via a Gateway, that stacks data and transmits them via satellites. The hydrogen sensors are designed to work outdoors and endure varying temperatures and weather conditions and function in very remote areas. The sensors are connected to high performance batteries.

The Brazilian case study

The selection of a large circular structure located in the Sào Francisco Basin was made after a careful review of various basins in Brazil. The Sào Francisco basin is a Proterozoic aged structure, whose more recent sedimentary section (neo-Proterozoic Bambuí Formation) has been extensively studied for hydrocarbon exploration (review in Ref. [39]). However, the deeper parts of the basin (older than Ediacaran, 635 million years) is poorly known, as only a few known drillings have been performed at these depths (over 1000 m). Seismic profiles allow to propose an interpretation based on the extensions of geological formations outcropping eastward and westward at the borders of the basin within two thrust belts [38,39]. The geological formations have low porosity and have been explored for both conventional and unconventional resources. Some exploration wells in the area are listed as having encountered natural hydrogen while drillings but due to the lack of success to find hydrocarbons, these wells were abandoned.

The site is located in a dry and hot climate zone. Average temperatures go from 15°C to a maximum of 35°C in afternoons. Daily sun light time is 12 h.

The studied structure presents an area of about 600 m by 500 m. Initial H₂ concentrations detected by a GA5000® (from Geotech Comp.) portable analyzer outside of the structure’s perimeter, and geochemical results presented consistent low concentrations (<10 ppm). Seven ENGIE Lab Crigen hydrogen analyzers were placed in the structure for several months during 2018. Detectors recorded hydrogen concentrations simultaneously in soils every hour. Soil measurements are made at shallow depths (less than 1 m). Hydrogen sensors are initially calibrated with reference gases in laboratory, to provide accurate concentrations up to 2000 ppm. The gas is pumped through a 1 cm² diameter probe, containing micro-apertures in the lower section. The pumping rate is similar to the GA5000® analyzer, enabling comparable sample runs. During the on-going monitoring of gas content in the structure, it is important to note that H₂ concentrations are generally constant during the analyses time cycles (2 min) and have been shown to oscillate 10−20% range in average. This point is analytically relevant, as it shifts from past H₂ concentrations measured in soils studied by spot analyses [18,52]. This underlines the importance of a continuous monitoring approach for investigating soils saturated, or not, with gases. Observations from previous case studies showed that local H₂ concentrations usually increased after positioning a probe in 1-m depth soils, up to a maximum given value, followed by a gradual decrease to zero value in a short time (few minutes).

The position of hydrogen sensors and reception antenna is shown on Fig. 1. The aerial photo shows very scarce vegetation within the depression as compared to the overall surrounding woodlands around the bare studied structure. As can be seen, two smaller satellite irregular depressions are visible in the upper part of the photograph which are not part of this survey.
Geochemical measurements

Prior to the extensive monitoring period, punctual hydrogen content was evaluated using a portable gas analyzer (GA5000© from Geotech Comp.). The analyses were performed in a loose grid, crisscrossing the depression, in soils sampled at a 1-m depth using a copper tube inserted in the ground and pumping air through the analyzer for 1-min cycles, as detailed in published papers from studies done in other continental sites [18,52]. The spot analyses, at the position of each permanent sensors using the GA5000© detector, are presented Table 1 and serve as comparative time-fixed hydrogen gas readings. The respective data have all been obtained by following the same analytical protocole, i.e. perforating close to a 1-m deep hole, inserting a probe and while pumping air, measuring hydrogen concentration levels. The GA5000© analyzer measured repeatedly low H2 content in the structure center and higher readings at its border. This explains why initially, permanent detectors were located around the structure in order to capture maximum H2 signals.

Following a short monitoring test period to check detectors reading stability, a permanent gas monitoring was begun in July 2018. Figs. 2–6 refer dates of this year. The first comment from data, is that the permanent analyzers are consistent in gas readings, but however, also somewhat complex to interpret: six out of seven sensors present regular, Gaussian-shape-time distributions of emission with a daily periodicity (Fig. 2 presents a detail of the monitoring during 7 days), centered at noon (local time). The intensity of the hydrogen spikes occurs for nearly 5–6 continuous hours. Intensities return to baseline levels during the night time, except for sensor #4, which presents at the end of a 24hr period, a smaller and coalescent peak occurring during night time (yellow line on Fig. 2). It is interesting to note that a similar periodicity has been already reported in the San Andreas and Calaveras faults zones in California [43], although hydrogen concentrations in this work do not decrease to the zero values at nights. This may be due (as seen for sensor #4) to a memory effect. The generally good agreement of hydrogen trends for 24 h periods in two very different geological environments (large seismic faults, and aseismic faults)

Table 1 – H2 concentrations analyzed by GA5000© portable analyzer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensor</th>
<th>H2 initial (ppm) GA5000©</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>541</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>412</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>319</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
area with a circular depression, without any visible fault) highlights some general geological process, however not fully understood so far.

A temperature probe is included in the ENGIE analyzers. Nonetheless, local meteorological station provided additional key and relevant parameters that were used (temperature, air pressure, wind velocities, precipitation, sun radiation). Figs. 3 and 4 plot these external data. Pressure, wind and rain parameters were not included since they remained relatively constant during the monitoring period. The reader may have access to full data from the internet site http://www.inmet.gov.br/sonabra/pg_dspDadosCodigo_sim.php?QTU0Nw = = . Hydrogen content from soil emissions were generally well correlated with observed solar radiation (Fig. 3).

Sensor #9 presented strikingly different behavior in hydrogen gas concentrations versus time throughout the entire monitoring survey. Sensor #9 showed no straightforward correlation with atmospheric radiation (nor temperature) whereas the respective gas concentrations were variable, from null initially to values as high as 1150 ppm (Fig. 4). A moving average of hydrogen concentrations (on 7 days) is shown on Fig. 5, to smoothen curves. The hydrogen content,

Fig. 2 – Week-long H₂ monitoring in soils of the studied structure of sensors #0, 1, 4, 6, 7 and 8. Concentrations are in ppm. The dashed vertical grey lines indicate midnight. The dashed vertical orange lines indicate midday. Sensors #2, 3 and 5 were not presented in this Figure. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

Fig. 3 – Time variations evaluated during 23 days of monitoring of the H₂ concentrations in sensor #7 (in parts per million, shown in green) combined with local atmospheric radiation shown in red (in kJ/m²). The yellow bars correspond to the peaks of solar radiation versus time. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
measured by detector #9 presents a logic of emission which is associated to different and unknown physical processes. Fig. 5 presents the comparison of the curve of concentrations versus time for the raw data and for the moving average. The difference between raw data and calculated moving average is small for the emissions recorded during the day (example of the sensor #6). On the contrary, sensor #9 presents very scattered raw H₂ emission peaks.

Discussion

Daily cycle

The H₂ emission from this case study follows temperature and irradiation curves in almost all permanent sensors. The solar radiation is known to be responsible for the soil evaporation [47,50]. This points out that hydrogen emissions likely follow an evaporation mechanism, even if the relationship between water evaporation in soils and hydrogen leakage is not clearly understood. As a matter of fact, one could say that the amount of daily evaporated soil moisture cannot fully explain the hydrogen liberation observed, even if one assumes fully hydrogen saturated water droplets. In this respect, the amount of hydrogen would be less (Lopez-Lazaro et al., submitted). Moreover, the water saturation in soils down to the piezometric level (upper level of the water table) is quite low due to the dryness of the area, and reflected in the monitoring months during the dry season, as the soils are mainly sandy. It could be said that molecular hydrogen adsorption in clay minerals in soils is decreased in sufficient amount to account for analyzed hydrogen content [48], although no real quantification of this process is available to support the idea. The important point to be made is that from current data, hydrogen in soils in the structure is recharged daily, implying a source of hydrogen generation below the surface gas seeps. The same observation was made in the San Andreas Fault area [43]. Because the observation was made from a highly seismic area, it induced a tentative correlation between earthquakes and H₂ generation/migration. However, the Sao Francisco Basin is aseismic [4] and therefore, the explanation of [43] for an equivalent phenomenon is not convincing [30]. showed H₂ concentration in the mines of Kola Peninsula in Russia with different signal wavelengths including a diurnal periodicity; the harmonic oscillation is not as regular as the one measured in the Brazilian case study, and authors interpreted the former in terms of the cyclic nature of the mining operations. Anthropic activities cannot be proposed to explain the data collected in Brazil and presented in this paper, since there is no industry or mines in the area. Conversely, data from USA and Russia and the presence of a diurnal periodicity should be revised in the light of the new data set.

A different pattern is seen in sensor #9, located in the southern border of the structure and exhibiting large and scattered emissions. A possible interpretation is a hydrogen discharge in concomitance with evaporation that creates a buffering of the emission through a physical process involving a different soil composition (affected by water and clay mineral content for instance). In that eventuality, the recording of sensor #9 may correspond to a more direct emission of hydrogen already in a vapor phase, without any soil buffering. This would explain the higher concentrations as well as the larger scattering of the concentrations.

At this point in time, it can be proposed that although hydrogen is generally thought to be mainly consumed by soils which act like a sink [8,14,34,40], this case study seems to demonstrate that soils within the particular circular structure act like a hydrogen emitter.

![Graph showing irregular hydrogen gas concentrations in parts per million (ppm) analyzed every hour at sensor #9 as a function of time (36 days). In red, atmospheric radiation (in kJ/m²) for the same period. Yellow bands correspond to the peaks of solar radiation versus time.](image-url)
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Industrial production of the natural H₂ will be feasible if the flow is permanent and large. It is possible to deduce some daily volume from such measurements. Fig. 6 presents an accumulated hydrogen amount for each of the detectors. A volume of hydrogen passing through the devices was calculated, considering a 400 ml/min pump rate for each detector. Taking into consideration a reduced pumping time of 2 min per hour and the fact that almost no variation of the H₂ concentration is seen is in agreement with the hypothesis made. Although sensor #9 presents an initial delay in terms of amount of emitted H₂, after some days, it becomes the most productive part of the studied area. For this sensor, the cumulated value reaches about 3 L in 40 days. It is also apparent from Fig. 6 that rather quickly, all the sensors present parallel trends of concentration versus time. Although different, calculated trends are consistent among all the sensors.

Considering a drainage area of 1 cm² for sensor #9, this induces a resulting large flux if extrapolated to the whole structure: from a simple calculation, the local flux rate can be estimated to be around 178,000 m³ of H₂ per day. If a larger cross-section is taken, which influences an area of 25 cm², the global flux is respectively reduced to about 7000 m³ of H₂ per day, with the same hypothesis of a homogenous deeper flux.

In literature, soils are always considered as hydrogen sinks with atmospheric hydrogen concentration around 0.5 ppm, mainly generated by photoproduction from H₂O and CH₄ [3], and is being consumed by microbial life in soils [7,8,14,34,40].
It is extensively referenced that microbiology in soils also generates molecular hydrogen, as the first source of energy for life without possibility of photosynthesis [31]. However, the measured concentrations from biological culture of nitrogenase organisms are generally minor (in the best case scenario, [31]; measure 90 ppm in their experiments, without any posterior biological consumption of the generated H2). The absence of measurable CO2 (as reported from the GA5000© portable gas analyzer) associated with H2 (which would possibly indicate a biological respiration) and the observation of above atmospheric (5 ppm) helium concentrations favors the marginal effect of biological hydrogen generation. This suggests a possible gas migration from deeper horizons, where helium is generated.

This study effectively underlines that the ground is acting as a hydrogen emitter in the analyzed structure, possibly changing the global estimated H2 fluxes (photochemical production, biomass burning, fossil energy combustion for production, biological and chemical reactions, [40]. The estimated flux leaking out to the surface may be quite important here, and if a soil is indeed a hydrogen consumer, the real flux before its dispersion in air is even higher. Hydrogen consumption has been measured in this particular soil as 4.3 l/day.m3 [27]. The piezometric level is at a depth of 3 m. Assuming a drainage radius of 25 cm², H2 consumption is close to 32 ml/day. If the flux measured by the sensor #9 (75 ml/day) is corrected from hydrogen consumption, the real flux of H2 would be 107 ml/day, i.e. 43% higher than the measured one.

As a conventional soil is a H2 consumer, and as some wells located near the studied area (at depth around 1500 m) quantified H2 concentration in a gas phase around 40% mol/mol, this indicates a likely deeper source of H2 generation. In that scenario, hydrogen percolates through layers of rocks, reaching the soils and seeping into the air as tentatively demonstrated here. Considering the sink effect of a soil for hydrogen, the estimated flux from our monitoring is a lower limit, because a part of the migrating hydrogen is probably consumed when traversing sediments.

Conclusions

The physical process of hydrogen migration through the soils seems complex. Based on the present case study, some hydrogen analyzers register a hydrogen content correlated with actual soil evaporation mechanisms, with hydrogen content varying from 40 to 200 ppm in different sensors around a circle structure. One sensor presents a similar regular emission, but in the last days of monitoring, a secondary intense signal coalesced with the midday peak during nights. Finally, one sensor recorded night emissions, in larger amount (up to 1150 ppm) and little during days, and a higher oscillations of hydrogen concentrations versus time. These field observations indicate that the hydrogen molecule is seeping out of the soils with probably several physical processes and media. First, considering the media where hydrogen may be stored, a desorption process out of the water liquid phase is viable, with hydrogen mobilizing directly in a vapor phase, or being desorbed out of mineral surfaces like clay minerals. The dynamic process of hydrogen transport may be pure diffusion [15], advection [21], or of mix of diffusion and advection [41].

At this time, it is difficult to assess the relative importance of these different processes for the H2 molecule, but the consistently different hydrogen emissions observed at a small scale of a single circular structure nonetheless show the complexity of hydrogen leakage mechanisms to the subsurface.

Fig. 6 – Cumulated H2 amount (in liters) versus time during 40 days of monitoring. The hypotheses for this calculation are presented in the text (volume of H2 passing through each sensor, i.e. though a 1 cm² diameter tube with a flow of 400 ml/min).
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